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ABSTRACT
Wingtip vortex flow is of great importance because of its effect on practical problems
such as landing separation distances for aircraft, blade/vortex interactions on helicopter
blades, and propeller cavitations on ships. Extensive investigations have been conducted
to improve the understanding of the tip vortex structure and its dissipation or persistence
analytically, numerically, and experimentally. The universal feature of the water/wind
tunnel generated wing tip vortex reported in the past is vortex wandering – the slow
side-to-side movement of the wing-tip vortex core behind the wing. Thus, a primary
result of wandering is that fixed probe measurements of velocity and pressure cannot be
trusted at distances more than one chord downstream of the wing.
For reliable data, the current study investigates the behavior and structure of the
near-field wing-tip vortex generated by a square-tipped, rectangular NACA0012 wing by
using the stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV) technique. SPIV is a spatially
resolved, instantaneous, three velocity component non-intrusive measurement technique
used to conserve the three key feature of the wing-tip vortex during the measurement
– small vortex core dimension, core structure, and strong unsteadiness of the core flow,
which wasn’t possible with classical instrumentations.
One of the great advantages of SPIV over the classical technique is that the vortex
wandering can be removed by tracking the center of the vortex in every SPIV frame.
By tracking the center of the vortex, the wandering and turbulence in the vortex can
be separated. The results show that after re-centering the velocity field, the T.K.E.
and Reynolds stress distributions become lower by more than twice at 4.0c downstream.
ix
This suggests that the vortex itself is laminar after the rollup and the higher turbulence
intensity in the vortex core, reported in past studies, is mainly due to vortex wandering.
This SPIV method is applied to investigate the angle of attack effect, downstream effect,
and wind tunnel wall effect. Past studies suggest that the vortex rollup is completed
about two chord lengths behind the wing trailing edge. The SPIV method confirmed that
the vortex rollup is completed at 3.0c downstream for α = 5.0◦ and 4.0c for α = 10.0◦ by
observing the re-centered Reynolds stress distributions. As for correcting the velocity
profile, Devenport et al. (1996) found an analytical way to predict the wandering free
velocity profile using the Reynolds stress at the vortex center. The velocity profile
predicted by the Devenport et al. (1996) method is compared with the SPIV re-centered
velocity profile. The results show that the two profiles agree with each other very well
in the vicinity of core when the vortex wandering is large enough (about 20% of vortex
core radius).
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The behavior of strong, coherent wingtip vortex structures is of great importance to
various commercial and military applications. One well-known problem is the hazardous
effect of trailing wingtip vortices on flight safety and airport capacity. From a military
standpoint, there are many issues associated with the effects of wingtip vortex structures
on dynamics of towed vehicles, tail buffeting, and icing arrays. Blade/vortex interaction
on helicopter blades can impact performance and cause undesirable noise and vibration.
The study of wingtip vortices is not only of great engineering importance but also of
great scientific interest. It continues to be a perplexing problem for computational
scientists because of the presence of large gradients of velocity and pressure in all three
dimensions, especially in the near field, at high Reynolds numbers.
A good physical understanding is essential in order to guide a variety of applications.
Thus, a detailed knowledge of the transient behavior of wing-tip vortex dynamics in the
near field is highly desired. Numerous experimental, theoretical and computational
investigations have been conducted in recent years to improve the basic understanding
of wing-tip vortex structures, as well as its control. Devenport et al. (1996) investigated
vortex structure in the range of X/C = 4 to 29 downstream of a NACA 0012 airfoil with
a blunt tip, at Re = 5.35 × 105. These authors used a miniature, four-sensor hot-wire
probe, and showed a deficit profile of approximately 84% of the free-stream velocity.
They reported that the flow outside the vortex core was dominated by the remainder
2of the wing wake, which wound into an ever increasing spiral, and the turbulence stress
levels varied along the wake spiral in response to the varying rate of strain imposed by
the vortex.
Chow et al. (1997) investigated the wing-tip vortex flow of a NACA 0012 airfoil
model with a rounded tip at Re = 4.6× 106 and α = 10◦, making measurements with a
seven-hole pressure probe and with a triple-hot-wire probe. They indicated a high level of
axial velocity, in excess of 1.7U∞, at all measurement locations. They also reported that
the turbulence intensity in the vortex can be as high as 24%, but it decayed quickly with
streamwise distance because of the stabilizing effect of the nearly solid-body rotation in
the vortex-core. Ramaprian and Zheng (1993) observed no axial velocity excess for a tip
vortex generated by a rectangular, square-tipped NACA 0015 wing with Re=1.8 × 105
at α = 10◦. They used a three-component laser Doppler anemometer. The inner part
of the vortex was, however, found to be nearly axisymmetric within X/C = 2.0 and
exhibited a universal structure of asymptotic trailing vortices.
More recently, Birch et al. (2004) examined the flow structure both along the tip and
in the near field (up to X/C =2.5) behind a square-tipped, rectangular NACA 0015 wing
at Re = 2.1×105 for angles of attack ranging from 2 to 19 degrees. Their measurements
were produced from a miniature, seven-hole pressure probe and a triple-hot-wire probe.
The circulation was observed to have a local maximum at X/C = 0.05 and remained
virtually unchanged up to X/C = 2.5. The vortex flow was self-similar and axisymmetric
for X/C = 0.5. The lift-induced drag was also computed and compared with the wind-
tunnel force-balance Vortex wandering, the slow side-to-side movement of the wing-tip
vortex core, which has been found to be a universal feature of wind tunnel generated
wing-tip vortex structures.
Jaquin et al. (2001) proposed four possible causes for vortex wandering: the vortex
could be un-stabilized by wind-tunnel free-stream unsteadiness, turbulence in the sur-
rounding shear layer, co-operative instabilities, or propagation of unsteadiness from the
3model. In any case, its most significant effect is to obscure point-wise measurements
by smearing the vortex core. Corsiglia et al. (1973) reported that vortex wandering
could be overwhelming, with the wandering amplitude being several times of vortex core
diameter. Devenport et al. (1996) developed an analytical technique to correct mean-
velocity profiles measured with a fixed hot-wire probe, thereby providing quantitative
estimates of wandering amplitude and its contributions to Reynolds stress. This pro-
cess involves forming a “corrected” mean velocity field from the measured version using
guessed levels of wandering amplitude. The corrected field is then artificially subjected
to wandering, described by a bi-variate Gaussian probability density function (PDF)
for vortex position, and the resulting Reynolds stresses at the vortex center are com-
pared with the actual measured values. The wandering amplitudes are then adjusted
iteratively until the calculated and measured values converge. Using their wandering
correction theory, they found that the amplitude of wandering varied linearly between
0.1 and 0.4 vortex core radii at stream-wise distances of 5 to 36 chord lengths, and at
its highest level, wandering was responsible for a 12% and 15% error in the measured
core radii and peak tangential velocity respectively. They concluded that the vortex
core in their experiments was laminar and that velocity fluctuations in the vortex core
region were entirely due to wandering. Rokhsaz et al. (2000) investigated wandering
of a tip-vortex from a rectangular flat plate airfoil in a water tunnel and showed that
wandering increased with angle of attack and therefore vortex strength, the opposite
to the finding of Devenport et al. (1996) who showed a 15% reduction in wandering
amplitude with an increase in vortex strength of 85%.
These studies have uncovered useful information, but some of the inconsistencies
noted above raise questions. The majority of the previous studies used point-wise
flow measurement techniques such as pressure probes, hot-wire anemometry, and laser
Doppler anemometer. A common shortcoming of such point-wise measurements is the
inability to provide spatial structure of the unsteady vortices. Full field measurements
4are needed to effectively reveal the transient behavior of the wing-tip vortex structures.
Temporally-synchronized and spatially-resolved flow field measurements are highly desir-
able in order to elucidate underlying physics. Advanced flow diagnostic techniques such
as high-resolution stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV) used in the present
study are capable of providing such information.
Based on the flow field measurements with a conventional two-dimensional PIV sys-
tem, Heyes et al. (2004) evaluated wandering effects by re-centering PIV data. They
found that the Devenport et al. (1996) assumption of using a bi-variate normal prob-
ability density function could be valid, and their corrections were in good agreement
with those predicted by the Devenport et al. (1996) method. They found a 12.5% over
prediction of the core radius and a 6% under-prediction of the peak tangential velocity.
The errors were larger for lower angles of attack. They also found that the wandering
amplitude increases linearly with streamwise distance; a linear reduction was found by
increasing the angle of attack, so that they concluded that the mechanism responsible
for wandering is not self-induced, as had been proposed by Rokhsaz et al. (2000), but
rather that the vortex is responding to an external perturbation, such as the background
turbulence level, to which the tip vortex becomes less susceptible as the vortex strength
is increased. It should be noted the PIV measurement results reported in Heyes et al.
(2004) were obtained by using a conventional 2-D PIV system. It is well known that
a conventional 2-D PIV system is only capable of recording the projection of velocity
into the plane of the laser sheet. That means the out-of-plane velocity component is lost
while the in-plane components may be affected by an unrecoverable error due to the per-
spective transformation (Prasad and Adrian (1993)). For the highly three-dimensional
flow fields like wingtip vortex, the two-dimensional measurement results may not be able
to reveal their three-dimensional features successfully.
In the present study, a high-resolution Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV)
system, which is capable of achieving quantitative measurements of all three components
5of instantaneous flow velocity vectors, is used to conduct detailed flow field measurements
to quantify the transient behavior of the wing-tip vortex generated from a rectangular
NACA0012 airfoil. Because the field is instantaneous, wandering does not smear the
vortex. The trajectory of the wing-tip vortex structures in the cross planes at different
downstream locations will be revealed directly as a time sequence of the instantaneous
SPIV measurements. The underlying physics and characteristics of vortex wandering is
revealed in great detail.
1.2 Devenport Method
Before the establishment of the modern flow diagnostic techniques like PIV and
Stereoscopic PIV, only the single-point measurement probes were available. To recover
the wandering free profile of the vortex, Devenport et al. (1996) devised the technique
to estimate the wandering amplitude and reconstruct the vortex profile. This technique
requires fitting of the time-averaged tangential velocity profile with the following series
Vθm(0, zp) =
n∑
i=1
Di
zp
[
1− exp
(−z2p
c2i
)]
(1.1)
where Di and ci are the coefficients to be determined by the curve fitting. By assuming
that flow vicinity of the vortex core is axisymmetric and the vortex center is predicted
by the bivariate probability density function of the form,
p(yv, zv) =
1
2piσyσz(1− ρ2)1/2 exp
[ −1
2(1− ρ2)
(
z2v
σ2z
+
y2v
σ2y
− 2ρyvzv
σyσz
)]
(1.2)
Devenport et al. (1996) suggests that the tangential velocity is accurately described by
series
Vθ(y, z) =
n∑
i=1
Aia
2
i
2r
[
1− exp
(
−y
2 + z2
a2i
)]
(1.3)
6where Ai and a
2
i are derived from the functions of fitted coefficients (Di and ci). The
wandering amplitudes (σy and σz) and correlation of those two variables (ρ) are deter-
mined by iterative process of matching the calculated and measured apparent stresses
v2m, w
2
m and vwm at the vortex center. Derived by Devenport et al. (1996), the calculated
apparent Reynolds stresses at the mean vortex center are found by
uvm(0, 0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
p(yv, zv)U(−yv,−zv)V (−yv,−zv)dyvdzv − UmVm (1.4)
with like expressions for u2m, v
2
m, w
2
m, vwm and uwm. (yv, zv) in the Eqn.1.4 are the
current location of the vortex center. In general, calculated Reynolds stresses don’t agree
with measured Reynolds stresses with initial guessed wandering amplitudes. Therefore
σy, σz and ρ are adjusted and the procedure repeated until they match. The wandering
amplitudes are adjusted in the following way till the calculated stresses converge to the
measured stresses.
σ2ynew = σ
2
yold
w2mmeas/w
2
mcalc
(1.5)
σ2znew = σ
2
zold
v2mmeas/v
2
mcalc
(1.6)
ρnew =
√√√√√u2mcalc − v2mcalc
2
2 + uvm2calc (1.7)
The results of Devenport et al. (1996) is compared with the results of SPIV method in
Section 3.3.
1.3 Vortex Center determination
Upon the SPIV data reduction, there are two approaches to determine the vortex
center. The first approach is to determine the maximum (positive or negative) vorticity,
7as the study done by Cerreteli and Williamson (2003). The other approach is to find the
location where the cross stream velocities go to zero, i.e., v = w = 0. The current study
investigated both approaches but the zero cross velocity method is used for finding the
center since it physically made more sense.
1.3.1 Vorticity Approach
As the study done by Cerreteli and Williamson (2003), the vortex center can be
determined from the vorticity field as the peak (positive or negative) vorticity location.
The current study, the vorticity (ω) calculation was obtained by use of the fourth or-
der accurate finite difference method suggested by Cohn and Koochesfahani (2000) as
follows.
ω =
∂v
∂x
− ∂u
∂y
(1.8)
where (
∂v
∂x
)
i,j
=
−vi+2,j + 8vi+1,j − 8vi−1,j + vi−2,j
12∆x
(1.9)(
∂u
∂y
)
i,j
=
−ui,j+2 + 8ui,j+1 − 8ui,j−1 + ui,j−2
12∆y
(1.10)
This method, as is, introduces an error in the center position because the vorticity value
will naturally lie at discrete node location (Figure 1.1); therefore, sub-grid interpolation
is desired. After the maximum negatively or positively vorticity node is determined, a
second order two dimensional polynomial fit, as described in Equation 1.11, is performed
with the neighboring 6 node values as shown in Figure 1.2.
R(x, y) = Ax2 +By2 + Cxy +Dx+ Ey + F (1.11)
To determine the location of the extrema, the partial derivative with respect to y and z
of Eqn 1.11 is taken and set to zero for solving x and y as shown below.
8(a) Linear fit. (b) 2nd-order polynomial
fit.
Figure 1.1: Vorticity contour plot with linear and 2nd-order polynomial fit.
Figure 1.2: Six nodal points for a 2nd order 2 dimensional polynomial fit.
∂R
∂x
= 2Ax+ Cy +D = 0 (1.12)
∂R
∂y
= 2By + Cx+ E = 0 (1.13)
For the vortex wandering case, the cross flow velocity at the peak vorticity is non-zero
since the vortex is wandering at certain velocity. To enforce the v = w = 0 condition, the
non zero-velocity at the peak is subtracted from the rest of the velocity field. Since the
vorticity is linear, the vorticity would not change before/after subtracting the velocity.
91.3.2 Velocity Approach
First, the vortex center is estimated by finding the maximum negative vorticity
around the middle of the measured plane. Then, the first 7.0× 7.0mm grid with 8× 8
nodes are formed with maximum vorticity in the center and the cross stream velocities
are interpolated to the minimum values. After determining the minimum cross stream
velocity with the 7.0× 7.0mm grid, the new grid is formed twice to a 5.0× 5.0mm grid
with 51× 51 nodes and further down to a 1.0× 1.0mm grid with 101× 101 nodes. As
the program generates new grids, the grid size gets smaller and the grid gets finer. The
velocities on the new grid nodes are linearly interpolated from nearby node values in the
old grid since the velocity profile is close to linear in the vortex core.
1.4 SPIV Method
In this section, the method used to extract the wandering free vortex velocity field is
described; hereafter, referred to as the “SPIV method” to distinguish from the Devenport
et al. (1996) correction method. SPIV data presented in this study is the result of 498
instantaneous SPIV frames, taken at the rate of 4 frames per second. Due to the camera
RAM capacities, only a batch of 83 frames is recorded at one time. To make up a total
of 498 frames, the experiments were immediately repeated five more times. Since the
data acquisition rate was far below the frequency of the vortex motion, the velocity
fields shown in this study is the time average of 498 instantaneous frames, or about 120
seconds.
To extract the wandering free vortex velocity field, it is necessary to keep track of
the vortex center at every instantaneous SPIV frame. First, the center of the vortex is
determined by the velocity approach method described in the section 1.3.2. Then a 50 to
40mm square velocity field, depending on the case, is extracted with the vortex center at
(0, 0) as shown in Figure 1.3. By repeating this method for all the frames, these square
10
Figure 1.3: Re-centered Velocity field is extracted from the original Velocity field.
velocity fields can be considered as the instantaneous “re-centered” velocity fields.
1.5 Data Reduction
For both non re-centered and re-centered SPIV results, the turbulent kinetic energy,
T.K.E., and Reynolds stresses are calculated as follow;
T.K.E.:
T.K.E. =
1
2
ρ(u′2 + v′2 + w′2) (1.14)
where
u′ =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
(ui − U)2/N (1.15)
U =
N∑
i=1
ui/N (1.16)
likewise for other velocities.
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Reynolds stress:
τ = −ρu′v′ = −ρ
N∑
i=1
(ui − U)(vi − V )
N
(1.17)
In order to complete the Devenport method, the measured Reynolds stresses at the
vortex center is needed. In this study, the measured Reynolds stress is determined by
using the Equation 1.17 for the non re-centered SPIV results.
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CHAPTER 2. STEREOSCOPIC PIV AND SETUP
Recent advances in PIV have been directed towards obtaining three-dimensional
(3D) measurements of fluid velocity to allow the study of more complex fluid systems.
Several methods which have been successfully demonstrated include holographic PIV
(HPIV), dual-plane PIV and stereoscopic PIV. Of the three techniques, HPIV is the
most complex and requires a significant investment in equipment and the development
of advanced data processing techniques. Along with Dual-plane PIV, Stereoscopic PIV
is also less complex than HPIV using only a single light sheet and two cameras, although
the technique does use some image processing. The present study used the stereoscopic
PIV to investigate a wing-tip vortex generated by the airfoil in a wind tunnel.
2.1 Stereoscopic PIV System Introduction
Classical particle image velocimetry (PIV) uses a single camera facing parallel to the
illuminated plane. The resulting vector field suffers from two deficiencies (Prasad and
Jensen (1995)). First, the out-of-plane velocity component is lost. The vectors are the
two-dimensional projections on the object plane of the full three dimensional vectors.
Second, the measured in-plane components are themselves contaminated by perspective
error resulting from a local nonzero out-of-plane component. Stereoscopic imaging elim-
inates both of the above shortcomings. Simultaneous views from two different off-axes
directions provide sufficient information to extract the out-of-plane component as well
as to correct for the errors in the in-plane components (Prasad and Jensen (1995)).
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There are two basic configurations of stereoscopic PIV systems, translation method and
angular-displacement method, and they are described in the following sections.
2.1.1 Translation Method
Figure 2.1: Configuration for a translation method
In the translation method, the axis of two cameras are placed parallel to each other
and orthogonal to the object plane, or the light sheet as shown in Figure 2.1. The
primary advantage of the translation method is its simplicity. Because the object plane,
lens plane and image plane are all parallel to each other, the magnification is invariant at
every location across both CCDs. Therefore the vector field resulting each view can be
readily combined without any additional manipulation. Since the focal plane and laser
sheet are also parallel, good image focus is achieved without reducing aperture diameter
hence more scattering light will be reached on CCDs, reducing mean bias error in PIV
interrogation (see section 2.2.3 for more). One of the disadvantages raised in the past
was the small common area viewed by each camera; however, the common area can be
14
maximized by moving each CCDs away from lens axis as shown in Figure 2.1 such that:
D = (1 +M)S
where D is the distance between the centers of the CCDs, S is the distance between the
camera lens axes and M is the camera magnification. A more serious difficulty with the
translation system is that there is an upper bound to the off-axis angle θ subtended by
the center of the region of interest to the center of the lens. This restriction arises purely
from the design of the lens; if the lense are separated by a value that is too large for a
given d0, the lens performance degrades as it is forced to operate at the outer limit of
its specification. The lens performance can be seen on the modulation transfer function
(MTF). Since the relative error in the out-of-plane component decreases when the off-
axis angle θ increases, the translation system is somewhat limited in the accuracy of
the out-of-plane component. To increase the out-of-plane component accuracy without
losing the lens quality, the angular method has been established and described in the
following subsection.
2.1.2 Angular-Displacement Method
The restriction on the accuracy of the out-of-component imposed by the translation
method is removed in an angular-displacement method as shown in Figure 2.2. For the
angular-displacement method, the two camera axes are no longer parallel to each other
but are rotated inward. Since a mean angle subtended by the object to the lens is zero,
the largest angle subtended by the outermost edge of the object to the lens is well within
lens specifications even for large θ. Because the lenses are no longer operating at the
extreme of their specification range, larger off axis angles are possible with the angular-
displacement system. A disadvantage is, unlike translation method, the object plane is
no longer parallel to the lens plane. Therefore it becomes more difficult to obtain well
focused image across the CCDs. One simple solution is to increase the f number, or the
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Figure 2.2: Configuration for a angular-displacement method
depth of a focal field. According to Adrian (1991), the depth of focal field δz is given
as:
δz = 4(1 +M−1)2f#2λ
where M is the camera magnification, f# is the f-number and λ is the wavelength of the
illuminating laser (532nm for the present study). According to Lawson and Wu (1997b),
the optimum performance for the angular displacement method will be obtained by using
camera angles θ of between 20◦ and 30◦ and camera f numbers of f 16 and higher. The
camera angle can be wider than the translation method so that the accuracy of the third
component velocity vector is higher but still has the error ratio of about 2.0 (reference
to the error vs angle). Moreover, the larger f number, i.e., smaller aperture makes less
scattered light to reach to CCDs. Hence the particle size cast on the CCD will be
small which increases the mean bias error (Prasad et al. (1992)). To overcome this
shortcoming of the angular-displacement method, the Scheimpflug condition is enforced
to get a clear image on the image plane with a small f number.
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2.1.3 Angular-Displacement with Scheimpflug Condition
Figure 2.3: Configuration for a angular-displacement method with Scheimpflug Condi-
tion
The shortcoming of the angular-displacement is that it’s difficult to obtain well fo-
cused image across the CCD since the object plane is no longer parallel to the lens plane.
To overcome the shortcoming, the use of Scheimpflug condition was suggested by Hinsch
(1995) and Prasad and Jensen (1995). First discovered by Scheimpflug (1904), the
Scheimpflug condition is the condition such that the object plane, lens plane, and image
plan is collinear, as shown in Figure 2.3. The derivation of Scheimpflug condition is
provided by Prasad and Jensen (1995) as follow:
Placing the origin of the coordinate system at the center of the lens O, we have the
following expressions,
for the lens plane,
z = 0 (2.1)
for the object plane,
z = x tan θ − do (2.2)
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for the image plane,
z = −x tanα+ di (2.3)
where do and di are the nominal object and image distances, respectively. (In the above
expressions, do, di, θ, and α are all positive quantities.) Any point lying in the object
plane (xo, zo) will form an image at the point (xi, zi) as shown in Figure2.3, such that
xo
zo
=
xi
zi
(2.4)
Using Eqs. 2.2–2.4, we can readily show that
1
zi
− 1
zo
=
1
do
+
1
di
(
=
1
f
)
(2.5)
which is the condition that particle images will be in sharp focus in the image plane,
f being the focal length of the lens. Since the object plane and image plane are not
parallel to each other, the magnification is significantly nonuniform even with the use of
the Scheimpflug condition. To reduce the magnification in the image plane, the author
may propose the use of a lens with longer focal length.
2.1.4 Lens Distortion Compensation
According to Soloff et al. (1997), accuracy of recording particle locations and their
respective displacement depends on two types of optical aberrations: focusing aberra-
tions (which cause the particle images to be enlarged, making it more difficult to measure
displacements accurately) and image distortion (which creates a nonlinear relationship
between the location of a particle and the location of its image). Focusing aberrations
include spherical aberration, astigmatism and coma (Jenkins and White, 1957). Image
distortion refers to any agency that causes the magnification to vary as a function of
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position in the field of the image. There are three agencies that cause the magnification
in an experiment to carry. The first is design imperfection in the lens. The second is
refraction caused by anything, including windows and fluid interfaces, that lies between
the object plane in the illuminating light sheet and the image plane. The third is mis-
alignment of the image recording plane with respect to the object plane (Soloff et al.
(1997)). A conventional PIV system that uses a single camera oriented orthogonally to
the interface records particle images that are, for the most part, free of radial distor-
tions owing to the small off-axis angles subtended by the particles to the camera. To
ensure that the two cameras continue to enjoy an orthogonal orientation with respect
to the liquid–air interface in angular-displacement method, Prasad and Jensen (1995)
redesigned the wall of the test section to incorporate a triangular prismatic section.
Prasad and Jensen (1995) achieved this idea by constructing a liquid prism, i.e., a thin-
walled glass container that is filled with the same liquid, which is then attached to the
original, flat wall of the test section. Later Soloff et al. (1997) introduced the general
calibration procedure which can be used to correct not only an optical distortion, but
also the nonuniform magnification image of the angular-displacement method.
2.1.5 Calibration
Optical distortion due to inaccurate optical alignment, lens nonlinearity, and/or re-
fraction by optical windows, fluid interfaces, and other optical elements of an experiment
causes inaccuracy by introducing variable magnification. In the work presented here, a
calibration suggested by Soloff et al. (1997) is used to generate an approximate mapping
function. Distortion can be compensated even when the focusing aberrations cause some
blurring of the images, so long as the blurring is not so severe as to make the measure-
ment of image locations impossible or unacceptably inaccurate. The information found
by the calibration can be used to do more than correct for distortion. The results of the
calibration yield one or more mapping functions that provide a convenient and accurate
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way to correct for distortion in experiments when determining particle displacements.
2.2 Error Analysis
This section describes the error analysis of the Stereoscopic PIV system including a
general error analysis, geometric error analysis and the particle size error analysis.
2.2.1 General Stereo Error analysis procedure
To evaluate the performance or the error of the system, it is convenient to use a fluid
flow wherein the velocity at each point is exactly known a priori ; however, it is difficult
to control the velocities precisely through out the whole field in a real flow. Therefore,
Prasad et al. (1992) and Zang and Prasad (1997) used the test photograph to simulate
the elementary flows using real particles. The following is the translation test conducted
by the Prasad et al. (1992): First, black carbospheres (30 µm in diameter) were mixed
with white, household glue and the mixture was painted onto a 10cm×12.5cm piece
of glass. The concentration of particle in the glue was controlled to yield an adequate
density on the glass plate (about ten particles per mm2). After allowing the glue to
dry, the surface was given a protective coat of epoxy. Next, a contact point of this glass
plate was made on Kodak Technical Pan 4415 (10cm×12.5cm) film. The contact print,
which displayed the particles as bright spots on a dark background, was then sandwiched
between two clean glass plates and clamped onto a stage, whose movement (translation
as well as rotation) could be effected in small increments, and accurately measured by
means of a dial gauge. The contact print was back-lit using a 500W flood lamp and the
first exposure was made. The stage was then translated horizontally by a small distance
(0.254mm) and a second exposure was made on the same piece of film; thus simulated
a uniformly translating flow with the vector displacement of ∆X = (0.254, 0). For this
study, a simple print out of the actual particles image is used. It was attached to the
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calibration plate with a translation stage to simulate a uniformly translating flow. The
measurement error of the out–of–plane velocity was less than 1% throughout the entire
measurement plane.
2.2.2 Geometric Error Analysis
The geometric error analysis for the translation system has produced relationships for
estimating the individual object plane errors δ(∆x), δ(∆y) and δ(∆z); however, Lawson
and Wu (1997a) introduced a more general performance parameter by considering the
ratio of the individual error components to form dimensionless groups. As shown in
Figure 2.2, the angular-displacement method will be a translation method when θ = 0◦
Lawson and Wu (1997a) explains the derivation of the dimension less error quantity
as follow:
Let us assume that the uncertainties in α, h, do and di are negligible and that the
errors in the image plane (∆X1,∆Y1) and (∆X2,∆Y2) are equal such that:
δ(∆Xj) = δ(∆Yj) = δ(∆X) (2.6)
for j = 1, 2 where δ() represents the error in a given variable. Therefore using standard
error analysis the uncertainties in the object planes, ∆x,∆y and ∆z can be written
δ(∆x) =
√
b21 + b
2
2
|a1b2 − a2b1|δ(∆X) (2.7)
δ(∆y) =
[√
c21 + c
2
2 + c
2
3
]
δ(∆X) (2.8)
δ(∆x) =
√
a21 + a
2
2
|a2b1 − a1b2|δ(∆X) (2.9)
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where the coefficients c1, c2 and c3 equal
c1 = − 2
M1 +M2
(2.10)
c2 = − y cosα
M1 +M2
(M1
do1
− M2
do2
) √a21 + a22
a2b1 − a1b2
 (2.11)
c2 =
y sinα
M1 +M2
(M2
do2
− M1
do1
) √b21 + b22
a1b2 − a2b1
 (2.12)
Considering a major objective of stereoscopic PIV system is to obtain the overall system
performance, the ratio of out-of-plane with the in-plane errors is used such that:
δ(∆z)
δ(∆x)
=
√
a21 + a
2
2√
b21 + b
2
2
(2.13)
This quantity will be referred to as the error ratio er and will equal
er =
δ(∆z)
δ(∆x
| (2.14)
for any given values of x, y and z.
If we now analyze the performance of an angular set-up with two identical cameras
where h = 0,M1 =M2 =M and do1 = do2 = do, then from Equation2.13 the error ratio
er can be written:
er =
√
cos2 α− sin2 α
[
2
(
z
do
)
cosα+
(
z
do
)2
sin2 α+
(
x
do
)2
cos2 α
]
sinα
√
1 + 2
(
z
do
)
cosα+
(
z
do
)2
sin2 α+
(
x
do
)2
cos2 α
| (2.15)
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At the center of the measured field where x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, the error ratio will simply
equal:
er =
1
tanα
| (2.16)
This relationship is plotted in Figure 2.4. The optimum angle for the angular method
suggested by Lawson and Wu (1997b) was between α = 20◦ to α = 30◦ which cor-
responds to the error ratio of 2.75 to 1.73 respectively. By enforcing the Scheimpflug
condition, the angle can be set further apart for better accuracy without distorting the
particle image. At α = 40◦ the error ratio can be further reduced to 1.19.
Figure 2.4: Error ratio versus camera angle for angular-displacement method
2.2.3 Particle size
According to Prasad et al. (1992) the particle image diameter strongly influence
accuracy through two distinct error mechanisms. When the particle image is small
compared to the pixel size, mean bias error becomes significant due to finite numerical
resolution of the correlation function. Conversely, when the particle image is large,
random error due to irregularities in the electronic images predominates. They quantified
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the error by defining a ratio of diameter of the particle image (dτ ) to the pixel spacing
(dpix) i.e., number of pixels per particle (
dτ
dpix
). From the particle image simulation the
bias error diminishes rapidly for larger image diameters, after ( dτ
dpix
)≈2. Although larger
particles do result in reduced bias errors, the random error is directly proportional to
the absolute size of the particle image, (dτ ). By taking the sum of the squares of the
bias and random errors, Prasad et al. (1992) determined the optimum ratio of ( dτ
dpix
) to
be 2.2 ∼ 2.7 where total error was minimized.
2.3 Experiment Setup
The following section describes the stereoscopic imaging system and data acquisition
methods used to obtain the experimental PIV data. A general in-situ calibration proce-
dure was conducted in the present study to obtain the mapping functions between the
image planes and object planes as described in section 2.1.5.
2.3.1 Wind Tunnel and Stereoscopic PIV Set up
The experimental study was conducted in a closed-circuit, low-speed wind tunnel
located in the Aerospace Engineering Department of Iowa State University as shown
in Figure 2.5. The tunnel has a test section with a 12.0in × 12.0in (30.5cm × 30.5cm)
cross section and the walls of the test section are optically transparent. The tunnel has
a contraction section upstream of the test section with honeycombs, screen structures
and a cooling system installed ahead of the contraction section to provide uniform low
turbulent incoming flow into the test section. The standard deviation of velocity fluctua-
tions at the test section entrance was found to be about 0.8% of the free-stream velocity,
measured by using a hotwire anemometer.
The test model used in the present study was a zero-sweep, untwisted half wing, with
a NACA0012 symmetric profile. The wing had a rectangular planform with a semi-span
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Figure 2.5: Low speed wind tunnel used in the experiment.
b=6.0in and a chord c=4.0in and a plane tip with sharp edges. Its root was mounted on
one side of the wind tunnel wall as shown in Figure 2.6. The angle of attack of the tested
wing could be changed using a rotary table mounted outside the wind tunnel with the
axis of rotation passing through the airfoil’s aerodynamic center, or quarter-chord point.
The wing was mounted through the wind tunnel wall such that its quarter-chord axis
was along the centerline of the wind tunnel. Also the wing was on the traverse system
on the wall, so that the wing could translate in the stream-wise direction. The traverse
system is used to move the wing so that SPIV measurements are taken at various down
stream location without moving the laser and optics. Following the work of Bailey &
Tavoularis (2008), a boundary layer trip wire was attached on the suction surface of
the airfoil, 0.10c away from the leading edge, to induce transition, thus reducing the
possibility of separation and sensitivity to free-stream conditions.
For the wall-effect experiments, the additional U-shaped walls are inserted in the test
section to reduce the distance between the wing tip and the tip-side wall. The width
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Figure 2.6: The wing mount and laser position (optics not shown).
of the wall, the parameter a shown in Figure 2.7b, is varied to 2.0, 4.0 and 5.0 in so
that the distance between the wing tip and wall is set to 4.0, 2.0 and 1.0 in respectively.
These additional walls are made of optically transparent acrylic plates with a thickness
of 1/8 in. This wall is thick enough to stand rigid in the test section; yet, thin enough to
cause no tunnel blockage issues. The index of refraction varies due to the additional wall
and also the location of the wall so that the in-situ calibration procedure is performed
each time to compensate the optical distortion. The stereo PIV measurements for the
wall-effect are taken at 4 chord lengths downstream with AOA of 5.0 and 10.0deg. Data
is processed in the same way as the no additional wall cases.
2.3.2 Illumination and Hardware
Illumination for the present study is provided by a double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser
(NewWave Gemini 200) adjusted on the second harmonic and emitting two pulses of
200 mJ at the wavelength of 532 nm with a repetition rate of 4.0 Hz. The laser beam
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(a) Without wall (b) With additional inner wall
Figure 2.7: Cross sectional view of wind tunnel test section.
was shaped to a sheet by a set of mirrors, spherical and cylindrical lenses. Later this set
of optics are replaced by the LaVision VZ-Beam Steering Arm. The setup configuration
is shown in Figure 2.6 . The thickness of the laser sheet in the measurement region is
about 2.0 mm. Two high-resolution 12-bit (1600 x 1200 pixel) CCD camera (PCO1600,
CookeCorp) equipped with Ai AF Micro-Nikkor 60mm f/2.8D lens were used to perform
stereoscopic PIV image recording. The two CCD cameras were arranged in an angular-
displacement method configuration to get a large overlapped view. With the installation
of tilt-axis mounts, the lenses and camera bodies were adjusted to satisfy the Scheimpflug
condition as described in section 2.1.3. The f# is set to f/8.0 to give enough focal depth
considering with the particle size on CCDs.
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CHAPTER 3. RESULTS
This chapter describes the results of the measurements taken by the stereoscopic
PIV system described in Section 2.3. The behavior of the vortex is presented with three
different effects. They are an angle of attack effect, downstream effect, and wall effect.
Each effect is analyzed by a wandering amplitude plot, vorticity plot, vortex radius plot,
and contour plots of T.K.E. and Reynolds Stress for vortex re-centered data and before
re-centering data. In this study, the vortex center is defined as the point which has the
zero velocity (v = w = 0.0). Please refer to the section 1.4 for more details about the
vortex center.
3.1 AOA Effect
In this section, the angle of attack effect on vortex behavior is described. During
the experiment, the angle of attack is changed from 0.0 to 14.0 degrees at 2.0 degrees
increments but the results are shown from 2 degrees to 12 degrees. 0.0 and 14.0 degrees
data is excluded from the results because no vortex generation at 0.0 degrees of angle
of attack due to the symmetric airfoil, and the airfoil is in a stall condition at 14.0 degrees.
Figure 3.1a shows the angle of attack effect on the wandering amplitude. The circle
symbol indicates the wandering amplitude in y-direction, σy, and the square symbol
indicates the amplitude in z-direction, σz. As shown in Figure 3.1a, the both amplitudes,
σy and σz, are decreasing with increasing the angle of attack till α = 6.0
◦. After α = 6.0◦,
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the wandering amplitudes stay constant around σ = 0.4mm. This result closely agrees
with the study done by Devenport et al. (1996). They got the wandering amplitudes
(σ/c) of 0.009, 0.006, 0.006, and 0.005 at α = 2.5, 3.9, 5.0 and 7.5◦ respectively, where
the current study shows the wandering amplitude of 0.009, 0.005, 0.004, and 0.003 at
α = 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0◦ respectively. This proves that the method which predicts the
wandering amplitude from the measured Reynolds stresses at the center, suggested by
Devenport et al. (1996) and shown in section 1.2, is fairly accurate. Also, as shown
by the Devenport et al. (1996) study, the vortex wanders 0.002c or 0.001c more in y-
direction (spanwise direction). This trend can be seen in the current study as the vortex
wanders 0.002c or 0.004c more in the spanwise direction. As shown in the Table 3.2,
the wandering is found to have the largest amplitude when the vortex had the lowest
peak tangential velocity. When the tangential velocity, vθ, is 2.0m/s at α = 2.0
◦, the
vortex wanders about 0.9mm in both direction but when the angle of attack is increased
to 12.0◦, the tangential velocity is increased to 8.60m/s and the vortex wandering is
reduced by 70%. For the same flow condition, even though the wandering is constant at
the higher angle of attack, the increase in the tangential velocity will have some effect on
decreasing the vortex wandering which agree with the finding by Bailey and Tavoularis
(2008).
The Figure 3.1b shows the angle of attack effect on the vorticity at the center of the
vortex. The Figure 3.1b suggests that the vorticity increases negatively with respect
to the angle of attack. This makes sense since the wing-tip vortex is induced by the
lift of the 3D wing. When the AOA is increased the lift will be increased, hence the
vorticity increases or vice versa. The notable point of this plot is that the vorticity stays
constant between α = 6.0◦ and 8.0◦. The vortex strength and the wandering amplitude
are correlated and shown by Heyes et al. (2004). Their finding was that a linear decrease
in wandering amplitude with increasing vortex strength which does not match with the
current study. As shown in Table 3.2, the vortex wandering decrease with increasing
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(a) Wandering amplitude.
(b) Vorticity at vortex center. (c) Vortex core radius.
Figure 3.1: AOA effect.
vorticity that agree with Heyes et al. (2004) up to α = 6.0◦, but after 8.0◦, the vortex
wandering amplitudes stay constant where the vorticity increases linearly. This suggests
that the mechanism responsible for wandering is not self induced as proposed by Rokhsaz
et al. (2000), in which case it would be expected that wandering would increase with
vortex strength. Also, the vortex wandering is independent of the vortex strength, as
shown by the current study, and that there is a constant wandering amplitude region
with increase in the vorticity. This result further suggests that the vortex is responding
to an external influence, for example free-stream turbulence or fluttering of the wing in
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the test section.
Figure 3.1c shows the angle of attack effect on the vortex core radius. Initially the
axial-averaged vortex core radius is 5.37mm at α = 2.0◦. When the angle of attack is
increased to α = 4.0◦, the vortex core radius gets smaller to 4.85mm. As the angle of
attack gets larger toward α = 12.0◦, the core radius gets bigger. At α = 6.0◦, the vortex
core radius is 5.0mm and for the larger angle of attack, at α = 12.o◦, the vortex radius is
increased by 20% to 6.19mm. This trend, a small decrease in the vortex core before the
increasing core radius at high angle of attack, also can be seen in the study done by the
Gerontakos and Lee (2006). By using a sweptback and tapered NACA0015, Gerontakos
and Lee (2006) showed the sharp decrease in the core radius up to α = 6.0◦ and the
gradual increase as the angle approaches to 9.0◦.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the normalized T.K.E. distribution of the vortex with and
without the wandering correction. The left column of the figures show the distribution
without center correction and the right column show the distribution with center cor-
rection. At α = 2.0◦, the highest T.K.E. value of about 0.0016 is observed at the center
of the vortex (Figure 3.2a). After tracking the vortex center in every frame to eliminate
the vortex wandering effect, as shown in Figure 3.2b, the T.K.E. at the vortex center is
reduced to less than 0.0001. By comparing the two plots, it can be said that the higher
T.K.E. values in the center of the vortex is mainly due to the vortex wandering. As the
angle of attack increases, the spiral wake becomes larger but the maximum T.K.E. value
in the wake stays about 0.0010. From increasing the angle of attack from 8.0◦ to 10.0◦,
the T.K.E. increases significantly. At α = 8.0◦, the maximum T.K.E. is about 0.0016 at
the center but for α = 10.0◦, the T.K.E. goes above 0.020 and fills most of the vortex
core. Even after removing the wandering, the T.K.E. in the vortex core increases from
0.003 to 0.006 (Figure 3.3b and 3.3d). This is suggesting that the vortex core is much
more turbulent at higher angles of attack and non re-centered T.K.E. plots at higher
angles of attack (Figure 3.3c and 3.3e) contain the turbulence from the vortex wandering
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and also from the turbulence within the vortex core as well.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the Reynolds Stress distribution of the vortex before and
after correcting the center. The left column of the plots shows the distribution without
center correction and the right column shows the distribution with center correction.
Before correcting the center, the vortex core has two pairs of positive and negative
Reynolds Stress except for at α = 2.0◦ and α = 10.0◦. At α = 2.0◦, the positive
stress is dominant and at α = 10.0◦, the negative stress is dominant. These pairs of
stresses become stronger as the angle of attack increases. For α = 4.0◦ (Figure 3.4c), the
maximum stresses are about ±1.5 and when the angle of attack is increased to α = 12.0◦,
as shown in Figure 3.5e, the stress level exceeds ±3.0. These two pairs of positive and
negative stresses are found in the study done by Chow et al. (1997). They describe
that the contours of the v′w′ stress in the wake planes had a four-leaf clover pattern
with alternately changing sign of stresses in each leaf. Each leaf was roughly aligned
at ±45◦ off the y and z axis, with positive levels of stress found in the first and third
quadrants (+/+ and - values of z and y, respectively) and negative levels of stress found
in the second and fourth quadrants. According to Chow et al. (1997), this four-leaf
clover pattern is explained by converting the Reynolds stress equation from a Cartesian
coordinate to the cylindrical coordinate system as shown below.
v′w′ = (v′r2 − v′θ2) cos θ sin θ + (cos2 θ − sin2 θ) (3.1)
Eqn.3.1 shows show a ±45◦ orientation of the v′w′ stress implies that the v′r2 > v′θ2 and
that v′r2, v
′
θ
2  v′rv′θ.
The right columns of Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the Reynolds stress distribution after
the wandering correction. As shown in the figures, the Reynolds Stresses in the core
region cannot be seen after the wandering correction. For the lower angles of attack, the
stress level is near 0.0003 before the correction but after the wandering correction, the
stress is completely neutralized to less than 0.000015. For the higher angles of attack,
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especially α = 10.0◦and12.0◦, some stress is still remaining even after the correction;
however, the stress level is down by more than 50%, from 0.0003 or greater to about
0.00015. This reduction in the stresses tells that the four-leaf clover pattern in the
vortex core is mainly due to the vortex wandering. Chow et al. (1997) described the
mathematics behind the stress pattern but the current study suggests that the wandering
is strongly influencing the v′r
2 > v′θ
2 and v′r2, v
′
θ
2  v′rv′θ conditions. Interestingly enough,
the wandering correction diminished the stress levels within the core and only within
the core. For example, at α = 6.0◦, the stress pairs only within the core disappeare and
the stresses within the spiral wake, especially the square shaped positive stress region,
stay the same. It can be said that the Reynolds Stress outside of the vortex core is
independent of the vortex wandering and the stresses in the wake spiral is induced by
perhaps the vortex roll-up.
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(a) α = 2.0◦ (b) α = 2.0◦, re-centered
(c) α = 4.0◦ (d) α = 4.0◦, re-centered
(e) α = 6.0◦ (f) α = 6.0◦, re-centered
Figure 3.2: Normalized T.K.E. distributions for lower angle of attack.
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(a) α = 8.0◦ (b) α = 8.0◦, re-centered
(c) α = 10.0◦ (d) α = 10.0◦, re-centered
(e) α = 12.0◦ (f) α = 12.0◦, re-centered
Figure 3.3: Normalized T.K.E. distributions for higher angle of attack.
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(a) α = 2.0◦ (b) α = 2.0◦, re-centered
(c) α = 3.0◦ (d) α = 3.0◦, re-centered
(e) α = 6.0◦ (f) α = 6.0◦, re-centered
Figure 3.4: Normalized Reynolds stress distributions for lower angle of attack.
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(a) α = 8.0◦ (b) α = 8.0◦, re-centered
(c) α = 10.0◦ (d) α = 10.0◦, re-centered
(e) α = 12.0◦ (f) α = 12.0◦, re-centered
Figure 3.5: Normalized Reynolds stress distributions for higher angle of attack.
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3.2 Downstream Effect
This section describes the downstream effect on the vortex behavior in the wind tun-
nel. SPIV measurements are taken at 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 chord lengths downstream of
the wing with 5.0 and 10.0 degree angles of attack. Figure 3.6a shows the downstream
effect on wandering amplitudes. The circle symbols are indicating the wandering am-
plitude at α = 5.0◦, and square symbols are indicating the amplitude for α = 10.0◦.
For both angles of attack, the solid lines are indicating the wandering amplitude in
y-direction, σy, and dashed lines are indicating the amplitude in z-direction, σz. For
α = 5.0◦, the wandering amplitude starts from about σ = 0.6mm at 1.0 chord length
downstream and as the vortex travels down to four chord lengths downstream and the
wandering amplitudes become smaller to 0.4mm. By looking at solid and dashed lines,
the gap between the two lines becomes smaller from 1.0c to 4.0c downstream indicating
that the wandering direction becomes axisymmetric as the vortex travels downstream.
For α = 10.0◦, the wandering amplitudes become smaller between the 1.0c and 2.0c
downstream from σ = 0.5mm to 0.4mm and they stay the same, about σ =0.4mm,
for further downstream. For the directionality, the vortex wanders in y-direction more
right after leaving the trailing edge of the wing, and it wanders z-direction more for
further downstream. This cross over occurs between 2.0c to 3.0c. Figure 3.6b shows the
downstream effect on vorticity measured at the center of the vortex. For both angles
of attack, the maximum vorticity is recorded at 3.0c downstream with ω = −1.51
s
for
α = 5.0◦ and ω = −2.351
s
for α = 10.0◦. Figure 3.6c shows the vortex core radius
development with respect to downstream. The vortex core radius can be considered as
constant even though it is getting smaller as the vortex travels downstream since the
change in the radius is about 0.4mm overall. Figures 3.7 show the T.K.E. distribution
of the vortex before and after wandering correction at 5.0◦ and 10.0◦. For α = 5.0◦
and 1.0 chord length downstream the T.K.E. value is almost the same indicating that
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turbulence within the core is dominant in this region. As the vortex travels downstream,
wandering corrected T.K.E. values diminishes and at 4.0 chord length downstream, the
T.K.E. value is lowered to almost ambient values. For α = 10.0◦, the T.K.E. value still
remains high up to 3.0 chord length downstream even after the wandering correction.
And at 4.0 chord length downstream, the T.K.E. values get lower to about 0.008 within
the core; however, the remaining T.K.E. values outside of the core in Figure 3.8g can be
seen in the Figure 3.8h. This suggest that the peak T.K.E. value in the non re-centered
data is mainly cased by wandering and the T.K.E. value on the outer side, especially the
wake region, is caused by the vortex turbulence itself. Figures 3.9 show the Reynolds
stress distribution of the vortex before and after wandering correction at 5.0◦ and 10.0◦.
For 5.0◦, the Reynolds stress distributions before and after removing the vortex wander-
ing stay almost the same till 2.0 chord length down stream. At c = 3.0, the Reynolds
stress distribution within the core is almost neutralized after the wandering correction,
indicating that the vortex roll up for α = 5.0◦ is completed. For 10.0◦, the Reynolds
stress distribution before and after removing the wandering stays almost the same till
2.0 chord length down stream. And at c = 4.0, the Reynolds stress distribution within
the core is almost neutralized after the wandering correction, indicating that the vortex
roll up for 10.0 deg is completed.
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(a) Wandering amplitude.
(b) Vorticity at vortex center. (c) Vortex core radius.
Figure 3.6: Downstream effect.
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(a) 1.0 chord length downstream (b) 1.0 chord length, re-centered
(c) 2.0 chord length downstream (d) 2.0 chord length, re-centered
(e) 3.0 chord length downstream (f) 3.0 chord length, re-centered
(g) 4.0 chord length downstream (h) 4.0 chord length, re-centered
Figure 3.7: Normalized T.K.E. distributions from 1.0 to 4.0 chord length downstream
at α = 5.0 deg.
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(a) 1.0 chord length downstream (b) 1.0 chord length, re-centered
(c) 2.0 chord length downstream (d) 2.0 chord length, re-centered
(e) 3.0 chord length downstream (f) 3.0 chord length, re-centered
(g) 4.0 chord length downstream (h) 4.0 chord length, re-centered
Figure 3.8: Normalized T.K.E. distributions for 1.0 and 2.0 chord length downstream
at α = 10.0 deg.
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(a) 1.0 chord length downstream (b) 1.0 chord length, re-centered
(c) 2.0 chord length downstream (d) 2.0 chord length, re-centered
(e) 3.0 chord length downstream (f) 3.0 chord length, re-centered
(g) 4.0 chord length downstream (h) 4.0 chord length, re-centered
Figure 3.9: Normalized Reynolds Stress distributions from 1.0 to 4.0 chord length down-
stream at α = 5.0 deg.
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(a) 1.0 chord length downstream (b) 1.0 chord length, re-centered
(c) 2.0 chord length downstream (d) 2.0 chord length, re-centered
(e) 3.0 chord length downstream (f) 3.0 chord length, re-centered
(g) 4.0 chord length downstream (h) 4.0 chord length, re-centered
Figure 3.10: Normalized Reynolds Stress distributions from 1.0 to 4.0 chord length
downstream at α = 10.0 deg.
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3.3 Devenport Method
This section presents the results of the Devenport’s method described in section 1.2.
For this investigation, the Devenport method was applied to two different angles of
attack, α = 2.0◦ and α = 4.0◦. Figure 3.11a shows the tangential velocity profiles of
the vortex along the positive z-axis at α = 2.0◦ and Figure 3.11b shows the tangential
velocity profile with the same flow conditions with α = 4.0◦. For both figures, the blue
solid curve represents the non re-centered velocity profile, i.e., velocity profile with vortex
wandering. The black solid curve represents the SPIV re-centered velocity profile i.e.,
instantaneously corrected wandering free velocity profile and red symbols represent the
Devenport method re-centered velocity profile, i.e., numerically derived wandering free
velocity profile. At α = 2.0◦, as shown in Figure 3.11a, the SPIV method and Devenport
method agree very well with each other from the vortex core center to the core radius.
After passing the core radius, the Devenport correction curve starts to diverge from the
SPIV curve and converging to the non re-centered curve. This is because the equations
used to derive the Devenport curve are formulated to converge to the non re-centered
profile at the outer region of the vortex. For this case, the SPIV corrected curve is
more like the off–set profile from the non re-centered profile, so that there will be some
discrepancy between those two curves at the outer region of the vortex. Figure 3.11b
shows the velocity profile at α = 4.0◦. For this case, the SPIV corrected profile and
Devenport corrected profile within the vortex core do not match to each other, or the
Deveport method recovered less tangential velocity than SPIV method. After passing
the vortex radius, all three velocity profiles converged to each other indicating that
there is not much wandering effect occurring at this particular outer region of the vortex
core. By observing the profiles on Figures 3.11a and 3.11b, the Devenport’s method
is not consistently predicting the correct velocity profile in radial direction. For the
α = 2.0◦ case, they have a good agreement within the core but for α = 4.0◦ case they
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Table 3.1: Wandering amplitude data for SPIV method and Devenport method
SPIV Method Devenport Method
α(deg) σy(mm) σz(mm) ρ σy(mm) σz(mm) ρ
2.0 0.96 0.94 -0.089 0.79 0.94 -0.056
4.0 0.45 0.47 -0.004 0.44 0.50 -0.061
have a good agreement at the outer core region. This inconsistency happens because
the Devemport method uses only one velocity profile on the positive y axis. This is
not sufficient to fully recover the wandering free velocity profile accurately. One of the
assumptions made by Devenport et al. (1996) was to assume a vortex axisymmetric,
but the real wing-tip vortex is not perfectly axisymmetric and has the distinctive profile
shape depending on the profile extracting locations. Therefore Devenport method is a
good way to approximate the wandering-free velocity profile, but not sufficient to predict
the accurate profile.
(a) α = 2.0◦ (b) α = 4.0◦
Figure 3.11: Re-centered tangential velocity profiles by SPIV and Devenport methods.
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3.4 Wall Effect
As described in the Section 2.3.1, the additional wall is inserted in the wind tunnel
test section to change the wall-to-tip distance from 6.0in to 4.0, 2.0, and 1.0in. This
section presents the effect of these additional inner walls on the vortex structures and
behavior in the wind tunnel.
Figures 3.12a and 3.12b show the projection of the vortex centers and the average
vortex center with different wall lengths. When there is no additional wall, i.e., 6.0in
wall-to-tip distance, the vortex center lies around z = −5.2, which is near the trailing
edge height. Then as the wall gets closer to the wing tip, the vortex starts moving
upward.
(a) Vortex scattering with additional wall (b) Average vortex center with additional wall
Figure 3.12: Effect of upwash by the additional walls.
When the wall exists, it acts as the mirror vortex image which exists on the other
side of the wall. Therefore there will be a stronger influence of the vortex upwash instead
of a down wash, which drives the vortex upward. The correlation between the wall to
the wing-tip distance and the vortex up wash driven height can be shown in log-log
scale plot as in Figure3.13. By fitting the curve with the power equation, the equation
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is determined as ln y = −1.69 log x + 8.61. These coefficients may vary with the flow
condition and wing angle of attack, as the equation is depending on the vortex radius.
Figure 3.13: Correlation of wall-to-tip distance and vortex upward travel.
The Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the turbulence and Reynolds stresses distribution
around the vortex affected by the additional inner walls. Figure 3.14 shows the T.K.E.
distribution in and vicinity of the vortex and the left column figures show the T.K.E.
distribution before correcting the wandering effect and the right column figures show the
T.K.E. distribution without the wandering. As the wall gets closer from 4.0in to 1.0in,
the T.K.E. values get higher; especially, there is a significant increase in T.K.E. values
from 2.0in to 4.0in. When wall gets closer by 2in from Figures 3.14a to 3.14c, the total
T.K.E. distribution with the vortex wandering is about the same or a little bit increase in
the core turbulence size. After removing the wandering effect, which is shown in Figures
3.14b and 3.14d, it is clearly shown that moving the inner wall closer to the wing-tip
will increase the turbulence level within the vortex core more than twice. When the
wall is further pushed up to the 1.0in tip-to-wall distance, the both non re-centered and
re-centered distribution (shown in Figure 3.14e and 3.14f) look the same. These figures
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suggest that T.K.E., at 1.0in distance, is dominated by the turbulence within the vortex
itself and the turbulence by the wandering has little or no effect impact on the total
T.k.E. distributions. Table 3.2 shows the wandering statistics of the wing-tip vortex
with the wall effect. The introduction of the additional wall increased the wandering
amplitude about twice from σ ≈0.4 to ≈0.7, and the center location distribution is less
axisymmetric, e.g., σy = 0.72 and σz = 0.94 with 2.0in wall-to-tip distance. For the
1.0in tip-to-wall distance case, the vortex wanders 50% more in the y-axis direction.
The vortex radius tends to get larger from 4.9mm to 6.33mm as the wall get closer from
thirty to less than ten radii away from the tip; however, at 1.0in wall-to-tip, the radius
gets smaller because the physical wall is getting closer to less than five vortex radii
away. While the vortex behaves differently with the additional walls, the vorticity is not
affected by the wall effect and stays around ω ≈-3.1 1/s at up to 8.0rc. When the wall
is moved closer to less than 5 radii away from the tip, the vorticity gets smaller by 10%.
Observing from the vortex structure and behavior, the vortex seems to interact with the
mirror image vortex on the other side of the wall up to 8.0rc away; however, if the wall
gets to within 5.0 or 4.0 radii way from the wing-tip, vortex would have interaction with
the physical wall more and behaves more in a chaotic fashion.
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(a) 4.0in tip to wall (b) 4.0in tip to wall, re-centered
(c) 2.0in tip to wall (d) 2.0in tip to wall, re-centered
(e) 1.0in tip to wall (f) 1.0in tip to wall, re-centered
Figure 3.14: T.K.E. distributions for wall effect.
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(a) 2in wall (b) 2in wall, re-centered
(c) 4in wall (d) 4in wall, re-centered
(e) 5in wall (f) 5in wall, re-centered
Figure 3.15: Normalized Reynolds Stress distributions for wall effect.
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Table 3.2: Numerical data for SPIV method
SPIV Method
α Re x/c Tip-to-Wall σy σz ρ rc vθ ω
(deg) (in) (mm) (mm) (mm) (m/s) (1/s)
2.0 1.15× 105 4.0 6.0 (28.9rc) 0.96 0.94 -0.089 5.37 2.00 -1.20
4.0 1.15× 105 4.0 6.0 (31.5rc) 0.45 0.47 -0.004 4.85 3.63 -2.66
6.0 1.15× 105 4.0 6.0 (30.8rc) 0.34 0.36 -0.011 5.00 5.05 -3.64
8.0 1.15× 105 4.0 6.0 (26.6rc) 0.32 0.33 -0.093 5.65 6.10 -3.65
10.0 1.15× 105 4.0 6.0 (24.9rc) 0.35 0.37 0.059 5.82 7.43 -4.36
12.0 1.15× 105 4.0 6.0 (24.1rc) 0.33 0.37 -0.176 6.19 8.60 -4.78
5.0 1.15× 105 4.0 4.0 (18.9rc) 0.74 0.81 -0.053 5.37 - -3.17
5.0 1.15× 105 4.0 2.0 (8.0rc) 0.72 0.94 0.155 6.33 - -3.12
5.0 1.15× 105 4.0 1.0 (4.5rc) 1.09 1.59 0.276 5.67 - -2.78
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSION
In the present study, a high-resolution Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV)
system, which is capable of achieving quantitative measurements of all three compo-
nents of instantaneous flow velocity vectors, was used to conduct detailed flow field
measurements to quantify the transient behavior of the wing-tip vortex generated from
a rectangular NACA0012 airfoil.
From this study, any correlation between the vorticity and the vortex wandering
cannot be seen on certain angles of attack. Up to α = 6.0◦, the vortex wandering
becomes smaller as the vorticity increases, but after α = 8.0◦, the wandering stays the
same as the vorticity increases by 50%. The same conclusion can be drawn for the
vortex radius as well. The radius gets smaller between α = 2.0◦ and α = 4.0◦, but after
α = 4.0◦, the radius size increases by 30%. By comparing the re-centered and non re-
centered contour plots, it can be said that the most of the higher T.K.E. and Reynolds
stresses in the vortex core are coming from the vortex wandering for 4.0c downstream.
From the initial roll up to 4.0 chord length down stream, the vortex core radius is
constant. To be precise, the radius actually gets smaller, but the difference was 0.4mm
which is not significant compare to the vortex radius. Right after the trailing edge of
the wing, the re-centered T.K.E. and Reynolds stress distributions are about the same
as before the wandering correction which is indicating that the tip vortex is highly
turbulent near 1.0c and 2.0c downstream. The Reynolds stress distributions indicate
that the vortex rollup is completed after 3.0c downstream for α = 5.0◦ and 4.0c for
α = 10.0◦ since the stresses are almost neutralized after the center correction.
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The Devenport’s method under and/or over predicts the tangential velocity depend-
ing on the radial distance from the center and the prediction is not consistently accurate.
This is because the calculation is depending on only one tangential velocity profile. The
author found out that this is not sufficient to fully recover the accurate wandering free ve-
locity profile. Therefore, the Devenport’s method should only be limited to approximate
the velocity profile and with reasonably larger wandering amplitude, perhaps σ > rc/5,
for satisfactory results since the smaller wandering amplitude means less smearing of the
velocity by the wandering. If the accurate wandering free velocity profile is necessary,
then the spatially resolved instantaneous non-intrusive technique like PIV or SPIV is
desired.
When the wall gets closer to the wing-tip vortex, it will increase the T.K.E. levels.
When the wall is set further apart the T.K.E. comes from the wandering and the vortex
turbulence itself, but when the wall gets closer enough to about 4.5rc, then the T.K.E.
is solely from the turbulence level of the vortex itself and there is a little or no impact
from the wandering. As the wall get closer to the wing tip, the vortex wanders more
and the vortex radius gets bigger hence the image vortex on the other side of the wall
effect is big. But as the wall gets even closer to within the four or five vortex radii away,
the vortex starts to wander in z-direction more but the radius and vorticity get smaller.
Since the vortex starts reacting with a physical wall more and there are sudden reduction
in the radius size and vorticity, this region might be considered as the transitional region
between the 3D flow to 2D flow over the wing.
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